
SKILLS

EDUCATION

CONTACT ME

LANGUEGE 

WORK EXPERIENCE

QUALIFICATIONS 

Jordan - Amman -
Shafabadran

Arabic-Native.
English- Fluent. 

Security Principles.
Security Operations.
Network Security.
Incident Response Concept.
Disaster Recovery Concept.
Business Continuity Concept.
Access Controls Concept.
Splunk. 
Chronicle
Communication Skills.
Time Management Skills.
Problem Solving.

+962795322647

Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/abdallah-
alsmadi-72228a163/ 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
ZARQA UNIVERSITY 
2011-2015

2016-2017

smadijass@gmail.co
m 

Devoteam /Jordan-Amman 

Brinnest Consulting /Germany 

Self employed /Jordan-
Amman

Tahzeeb Restaurant /UAE-AbuDhabi

4/2023-5/2023

7/2018-9/2018

1/2016-5/2018

12/2019-3/2024

IT SUPPORT TECHNICIAN 

 Identifying hardware and software solutions. 
 Troubleshooting technical issues.
 Installing and configuring hardware and software. 

CYBERSECURITY INTERN (PART-TIME) 

Monitored new and evolving security developments, continuously advancing internal security systems for optimal network

protection.  

Completed regular vulnerability scans across the enterprise network, working with colleagues to support remediation.  

Audited networks and security systems to identify vulnerabilities.  

Tested and executed security patches and updates to IT systems, reducing controllable risks. 

      

Providing software development services to SMEs and individuals private tutor for
students.
Public voluntary services.

DATA ENTRY INTERN 

  Entering customer and account data from source documents within time limits. 

 Compiling, verifying accuracy, and sorting information to prepare source data for computer

entry.

 Reviewing data for deficiencies or errors, correcting any incompatibilities, and checking

output. 

   A highly motivated and detail-oriented individual with a deep interest in cybersecurity, demonstrating
unwavering dedication to lifelong learning and possessing a firm grasp of cybersecurity fundamentals.
Capable of analyzing and mitigating potential security threats, implementing best practices, and
safeguarding confidentiality. Strong communication skills and excellent problem-solving capabilities
enable the effective explanation of complex technical concepts to non-technical stakeholders. A
collaborative mindset focused on improving businesses' overall security posture and defending vital
information assets.

S e c u r i t y  A n a l y s t

Abdallah 
Alsmadi

Certified Blue Team Level 1 (BTL1)in 2024.
Google Cybersecurity in 2023.
Certified Cybersecurity (CC) from ISC2 1526488 in 2023.
CEH course from EC-Council in 2020.
CCNA course From Pioneer in 2018. 

ENGLISH COURSES /ELS
COLLEGE -USA 


